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HEROES or Something label, or 
print or type. Date Incorporated

Ck where applicable: (1) Initial Response  [  ]   (2)  Final Response  [  ]   (3)  Change of Address  [  ] 1787

To be successful, American military efforts must have public support from start to finish.  For Americans to 
commit enlightened and sustained support to such efforts, they must know beforehand their true purposes 

and the likely costs and risks of pursuing those purposes with force.  Please answer as requested below:

S 1. Below on the left are reported policy objectives for US intervention in Iraq.  Please identify their 

E     priority by placing their letter designations in the space provided below on the right.

S      (a)  Rid world of regime wed to terror

O      (b)  Disarm Iraq of weapons of mass destruction 1A. Primary purpose is: (   )

P      (c)  Stabilize oil prices 1B. Secondary purpose is: (   )

R      (d)  Protect Israel 1C. Tertiary purpose is: (   )

U      (e)  Liberate Iraq

P      (f)  Other, specify

2.  Below are estimates of casualties resulting from US intervention in Iraq.  Please use their
  letter designations to answer the following questions in the spaces provided.
   (a)     under 5,000    (f) 57,784-99,999
   (b)   5,000-14,999    (g) 100,000-499,999

S    (c) 15,000-24,999    (h) 500,000-999,999
   (d) 25,000-36,934    ( i ) 1,000,000 - 1,999,999

K    (e) 36,935-57,783    ( j ) over 2,000,000

S      2A.  What is the most probable estimate of US military dead? (   )

I      2B.  What is the most probable estimate of non-combatant dead? (   )

R      2C.  What is the most probable estimate of US military wounded? (   )

     2D.  What is the most probable estimate of non-combatant wounded? (   )

&      2E.  What is the worst case estimate of US military dead? (   )

     2F.  How many US military dead can the purposes justify? (   )

S      2G.  How many non-combatant dead can the purposes justify? (   )

T      2H.  How many dead will our allies suffer before they begin an exit strategy? (   )

S
O 3.  What is the percent probability that the draft will be re-instituted as a part of this?           %

C 4.  How many sons, daughters, nieces & nephews of the Cabinet will bear arms in Iraq?

5.  Will oil cos. pay $5B of war costs for effort that could stabilize crude oil costs? [Y or N]

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this response, including any attached statements,
and to the best of my knowledge and belief, it is true, correct, and complete.

Sign > > President of US
Here

Servants Org

    Name  GEORGE W. BUSH  Title  PRESIDENT  
    Street Address  THE WHITE HOUSE

www.1stBooks.com     City, State, Zip Code  WASHINGTON, D.C.  

     2I.  If US actual dead exceeds that cited in 2F, will US begin exit strategy?       [Y or N]

6.  Is Iraq more likely to pass WMD's to Al Qaeda if hostilities start?                      [Y or N]

    Signature of officer Date Title:
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